
Jorge Aguilera Gonzalez

Contact
 https://jorge.aguilera.soy

 jorge.aguilera@puravida-
software.com 

  
Madrid, 28032

Knowledge
25+ years as Programmer
in C, C++, Java, Groovy
Maven, Gradle
Git (GitHub, Gitlab)
PostgreSQL, MySQL,
Oracle
RabbitMQ, SQS
Docker, Kubernetes
AWS, Google Cloud
Asciidoctor

OpenSource
Puravida Gradle
extensions
Groovy Google DSL
(Groogle)
Puravida Asciidoctor
Extensions
Puravida Asciidoctor
Themes
MicronautRaffle
EasyFeedback

 
 
Author 101-groovy-scripts
blog 

  
Author of eBook "Tutorial
Básico de Asciidoctor" 

  
Active member of
MadridGuG, Codemotion and
esLibre 

  

Education
2020

Degree in Data Science
(in course)

2009-2019
Degree in Computer
Engineering (UOC)

 
 

About me

With more than 25 years of experience in IT, I’ve worked in many different sectors where always I
focused to bring quality and innovation ideas in every project I’ve been participate. During several
years I’ve run a one person company offering services as technical leader and providing my
experience to improve the skills of the team, teaching good practices and applying productive tools
and languages. 

  
I believe in the Open Source Spirit and, as such, I have created and participated in several
international projects.
I am the main contributor of asciidoctor-extensions, asciidoctor-themes and
groogle open source projects. I am also the main responsible for the 101-scripts blog about
Groovy and author of the book "Tutorial Básico de Asciidoctor" (sold in Amazon). Also I’m an
asidual tech talker in differents meetups as MadridGuG, Codemotion and esLibre 

  
In every project I have worked I participated in budget and recruitment although my main role is
technical leader. I design the architecture, decide and configure collaborative tools, assign tasks,
and work close to developers team in an agile process 

  

Summary

As developper I have 25 years of experience programming in C, C++, Java, Javascript, Groovy
and others languages. Also I have proven experience with SpringFramework stack (SpringBatch,
SpringBoot, SpringIntegration,… ) Grails 1.x, 2.x and 3.x and Micronaut, also starting with Quarkus.
I work usually with Gradle, Maven and Git and organize my tasks with Jira. I have developed
solutions in disparate environments as web applications, desktop, cash machine, point of sales,
web servers and android devices. 

  
As software architect I designed solutions for middle and large distribute environments applying
SOA, REST, JMS (with Rabbitmq). I’ve experience with Cloud implementing solutions using
Google Cloud Run, Lambdas or Kubernetes. 

  
As solution provider I develop rapid prototypes to gain visibility arround the problem to solve,
helping the customer to discover what is looking for. 

  
As team lead I have experience working with small groups (5-6) using agile methodologies, helping
them to discover how to use the tools, frameworks and how to focus in testing approaches. 

  

Professional experience

Principal Software Engineer and Architect at Tymit 
 As Principal Software and due my experience with Grails I assume the responsability of propose

improvements to the application as migration to a microservice architecture, new functionalities,
etc. 

 We have transformed a monolithic application with releases every month to multiple independent
services with releases every week improving the general performance. 

  
Grails expert at eDreams 

 Software senior Grails developer in a backend application for travel agents. I participate in a small
team (8 dev) using agile methodologies and solving issues at the same time we evolve the
application to a cloud solution 

  
Software Architect in B2Boost 

 As software architect I tried to improve methodologies and designs in a multidisciplinary team
working with microservices most of them in Grails and Angular. I coordinated and supervisored
tasks from the team at the same time I developed new features
Due to the lack of documentation I implemented a static site as internal documentation repository
using Asciidoctor and Git only accesible via intranet
Design and implementation the migration of the system from an in-house Docker solution to a
cloud RancherOS platform, 

  
Software Architect at Enxendra 

 Company focused about digital signature as e-invoice, sign documents with local and cloud
certificates, etc As software architect I’m working transforming a monolithic application into a
microservices architecture. We are introducing new languages and frameworks, mainly Spring Boot
and Groovy/Grails, meanwhile we adapt functionality to this new architecture without disrupt the
service. 

  
Software Consultant at Puravida Software 

 Offering my services as Software Consultant to many differents customers 
  

Co-founder EDN 
 For 12 years I led various teams of developers in different projects of varied characteristics.
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